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About This Game

I am glad to see you in the second exciting part of the game Running Man 3D Part2.
The goal of the game is very simple, you need to collect all the dollars to reach the finish line, overcoming various obstacles.

Levels of varying difficulty, from very easy to the most difficult.
You can choose from 2 camera views, first-person view, third-person view.

Good luck.
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The end of Running Man 3D left us with a spoiler that they are adding more levels soon and boy howdy did they, in an entirely
new game for .89 cents. Deal of a lifetime if i do say so myself. Anyways, the game is just like the first, with level 6 copied over
exactly.(who doesn't want more of level 6, am i right?) The game has louder rave music, more textures to hurt your eyes, more
moving platforms, and more Cheeto sized platforms for you to fail on. As mentioned in my review of the first, if you are having
a good day and want to turn that around, play this game -- but this time you get an added incentive of developing epilepsy.
Worth every penny, highly recommended.
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TWL: DEFINITIVE EDITION - Road to Release #1:

Hello! Welcome to The Way of life: DEFINITIVE EDITION  road to release! If you don’t know already, the game will be out
on March 15th, after almost 3 years of development. We are going to post a new announcement every other day with a bunch of
info, insights and curiosities about the game and its development. Follow us along until the game is released!

FEATURE SPOTLIGHT. The Way of Life: DEFINITIVE EDITION - Release Date and Trailer:
If you can’t wait to put your hands on The Way of Life DEFINITIVE EDITION, we have very, VERY good news for you! The
game will be released on steam on March 15th, 2018! Less than a month away! While you wait, you can check out the new
Official Trailer!

The  DEFINITIVE EDITION steam page  is now active, go check it out and add the game to your whishlist to be up to date!

Don’t forget to follow us on  facebook [www.facebook.com]

CyberCoconut Team.
. Crowdfunding Campaign - We did it!:

Hello friends!

We did it! With your help we raised just a tiny bit over 5000 euros in the crowdfunding campaign!

Our sponsor Postepay Crowd will fund us with additional 5000 euros, which means the campaign has been successful! We still
have 5 more days to go and reach the first stretch goal, so if you want to preorder the digital copy of The Way of Life Definitive
Edition and you haven’t done it yet, this is the time to do it, as you will get a 50% discount.

As always, a big thanks to everyone of you who believed in us and in our game!

https://www.eppela.com/projects/5016-the-way-of-life?locale=en. The Way of Life: DEFINITIVE EDITION - The
UpdaTUX:
Hello!
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The DEFINITIVE EDITION has been updated! The big news is, as you can probably tell from the name of the update, the
Linux edition! That’s right, you can now play The Way of Life: DEFINITIVE EDITION on your Linux computer!

We’ve been busy working on the Linux porting, but that’s not all: we fixed a few bugs that slipped past playtesting and updated
the game Hub. For the full list of changes, read below.

Settings: the VSync options are now properly saved, and will not reset on game start;

Windowed mode: it should now work properly and on every resolution;

Sounds: added missing footsteps sound in a few locations;

Texts: fixed a few typos;

Tutorial: the symbols on the Library Keys are now displaying correctly when picked up;

Hub: the doors have been slightly altered to show which ones hold game levels inside. Indicators on each game door now
show which level endings have been completed, so it’s easier to spot from the center of the hub which levels you haven’t
played yet and how many endings you are missing.

Fixed minor bugs and glitches.
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Hello! Welcome to The Way of life: DEFINITIVE EDITION  road to release, stage 3! If you don’t know already, the game will
be out on March 15th, after almost 3 years of development. We are going to post a new announcement every other day with a
bunch of info, insights and curiosities about the game and its development. Follow us along until the game is released!

FEATURE SPOTLIGHT. Game Development World Championship: vote for us!:

Hey guys!

We are currently running in this week {Fan Favorite} in the GDWC 2018! If you like the game and would like to support us,
you can vote for us by clicking the button below.
No registration required!

[thegdwc.com]

Thank you all for your incredible support!. TWL: DEFINITIVE EDITION - Road to Release #9:
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Hello! Welcome to The Way of life: DEFINITIVE EDITION  road to release, stage 9! If you don’t know already, the game will
be out on March 15th, after almost 3 years of development. We are going to post a new announcement every other day with a
bunch of info, insights and curiosities about the game and its development. Follow us along until the game is released!

FEATURE SPOTLIGHT
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